Industry Link

MAGAZINE OF THE UK NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
NIAUK.ORG/INDUSTRY-LINK
Circulation of 5,000 +
READERSHIP OF KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Promoting your capabilities
RESPECTED PUBLICATION FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS
Combination offers available

Industry Link encompasses all aspects of the supply chain from operations and new build to decommissioning and clean up, providing NIA members and the public with all of the important news from industry, government and overseas developments.
Advertising rates and specifications

FULL PAGE
Trim: W 197mm x H 270mm
Type: W 187mm x H 260mm
Bleed: W 203mm x H 276mm
£1,800 +VAT

HALF PAGE PORTRAIT
Type: W 85.5mm x H 241mm
Bleed: W 91.5mm x H 247mm
£950 +VAT

HALF PAGE LANDSCAPE
Type: W 175mm x H 119mm
Bleed: W 181mm x H 125mm
£950 +VAT

QUARTER PAGE
Type: W 85.5mm x H 119mm
Bleed: W 91.5mm x H 125mm
£550 +VAT

- Ads should only ever be supplied in bleed or type sizes, trim is for information only and represents the physical size of the magazine.
- Please supply ads as a high resolution CMYK PDF with all fonts embedded.
- The minimum resolution required for images is 300 pixels per inch.
- Logos should be provided in vector format.

CONTACT
FOR COMBINATION OFFERS AND REPEAT ADVERTISEMENT DISCOUNTS PLEASE CONTACT
PRESS@NIAUK.ORG

NIAUK.ORG
Follow us: @NIAUK

Nuclear Industry Association is a company limited by guarantee registered in England No. 2804518
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